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As Academic Futures explores the future of learning and discovery, we recommend a more expansive
and coordinated effort towards building campus-wide university corporate partnerships. Universities
and corporations have a long history of entering into mutually beneficial partnerships. Some ways that
universities benefit from partnering with corporations include providing students access to mentorship,
experiential learning, and job opportunities; increasing revenue through corporate philanthropy and
sponsored research; and catalyzing economic development. Corporations also benefit from partnering
with universities in a number of ways, including accessing and influencing the workforce pipeline,
investing in corporate citizenship goals, and helping solve problems that impact their bottom line.
The benefits of university corporate partnerships in the philanthropic and sponsored research arenas,
specifically, are well-documented. They provide long-term, secure funding and help modernize teaching
and learning through an open exchange of ideas. 1 Furthermore, states with high percentages of
industry-sponsored research tend to have higher-ranked, well-funded universities and more technologybased firms. 2 Corporate partnerships not only increase employment opportunities, but they also offer
pathways to inform academic programs to best set our students up for success.
The potential of corporate partnerships at CU Boulder has received increased attention, as both state
funding of the University of Colorado System 3 and federal funding of university research across the
nation have steadily declined. 4 Several units at CU Boulder focus on corporate partnerships, including
Advancement, the Research & Innovation Office (RIO), Career Services, Athletics, Procurement, and
unit-specific external relations teams. Advancement and RIO are two of the largest groups, and they
focus their efforts on philanthropic and sponsored research corporate partnerships, respectively. In
2013, the Office of Industry Collaboration (OIC) was established as a sub-unit of RIO to address the gap
in corporate relations efforts within the sponsored research space. While both Advancement and RIO
help craft corporate university research partnerships, a differentiating factor in their efforts is the goal
of the research partnerships. Generally, research funding without an expected return will come to the
university as a gift, while research funding with an expected return (e.g., intellectual property) will come
through the university as a contract.
There is much potential in this arena, as industry has the highest R&D budget ($317B in 2012) of all
funding sources (e.g. federal, nonprofit, higher education) 5. While Colorado as a state pulls in 5.5% of its
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research funding from industry, states like North Carolina and Georgia pull in between 10-12%,
demonstrating great potential for growth as a funding mechanism. 6 Similar to the state average, CU
Boulder receives 5% of its sponsored research funding from industry, which also indicates that there is
room for improvement.
A bulk of current corporate relations efforts currently support the College of Engineering & Applied
Science (CEAS) and the Leeds School of Business, which historically have had the strongest corporate
relationships and have dedicated corporate relations and career services personnel. OIC, with its small
staff, spends the majority of its efforts also supporting the College of Engineering & Applied Science,
with the remainder generally focused on research institutes and natural sciences departments. While
strengthening these CEAS and Business partnerships should continue to be a priority, it will be vitally
important for the campus to expand resourcing and coordination of advancement, research, and
career services corporate relations efforts to benefit other units on campus, such as the College of Arts
& Sciences; the College of Media, Communications, and Information (CMCI); the School of Education;
and research institutes.
Research also shows that corporations are increasingly limiting the number of university partners they
work with, which will require a more coordinated effort on CU’s part to build these strategic
partnerships 7. A chief complaint of corporate partners is that universities are difficult to navigate and
uncoordinated in their approach (Education Advisory Board, 2017). 8 Anecdotally speaking, it is not
uncommon for a CU corporate relations officer to approach a company only to find out that they have
been pitched by several other CU entities in the recent past. This approach to corporate partnership
runs in direct conflict with established best practices, which note that “one-stop shopping,” or the ability
for companies to have a single entry-point into the university landscape, as well as “campus
coordination” are two of five key elements of a successful corporate relations strategy. 9
As government funding streams continue to dry-up and skepticism about the value of higher education
continues to grow, 10 it is critically important for CU Boulder to focus its efforts on building valuable
external partnerships, including with corporations. Failure to emphasize this now will result in CU
Boulder lagging behind its peer and aspirational institutions in the near-future, while giving our regional
competitor institutions in-roads with corporate partners that we may be unable to recover.
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